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Example of why greedy step is correct
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Prim’s Algorithm

 Main idea:

» Pick a node v, set A={v}.

» Repeat: 

– find min-weight edge e, outgoing from A,

– add e to A (implicitly add the new node to A as well).

 Need support for finding an edge that is:

» Outgoing (connecting node in A to node not in A),

» Min-weight among all outgoing.                  
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 First try:

» Keep all edges (outgoing and internal) from A in a heap,

» new node: add all its edges to the heap.

» To get “next edge”: 

– extract min-weight from heap

– check if internal.   (how ??)

– if yes, discard and repeat.

– If not internal, add to A

 Time:  

» O(E) insertions and O(E) deletions from heap: 

Total:  O(E log V) or O(m log n)

Implementing Prim’s Alg
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More about implementation

 Only V-1 edges were used, the rest - wasted.

 Idea: 

» keep nodes in the heap, instead of edges.

» Key: distance of node from A over a single edge.

» Initially:  key(v) = infinity, for all v.
key(root) = 0.

 So why does this work ???            

x root

v vx E
key v key v w vx

x x A



 


Repeat: 
         do:  
             
      Pick smallest -key , add  to .

:
( ) min( ( ), ( ))
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Alternative Implementations

 Total: dominated by data structure operations.
O(E) decrease-key, O(V) extract-min.

extract min decrease key Total

array ( )

heap
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Kruskal’s Algorithm

 Main loop:

» Scan edges in increasing order of weight

» Add current edge to output if no loop created.

 Why does this result in MST ??

 Lets first prove a simple claim:

» Claim: There is an MST that includes the min-weight edge 

» Proof: For contradiction, assume that no MST includes this edge.
Take an MST and add min-weight edge to it.
This creates a cycle.
Delete max-weight edge on this cycle, we get just as good or better tree.
If “just as good” – we have an MST that includes min-weight edge.
If “better” – contradicts the assumption that we started with an MST.
Both cases lead to a contradiction.
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Kruskal - example

X

X
X
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Proof of Kruskal’s algorithm

 Consider the instant when we are adding the first wrong edge.
In other words, until now our partial solution was extendable to some 
MST, but once we add xy, we lose this invariant.
Let T be an opt tree that includes all edges chosen before xy.

» blobs are current connected components w.r.t. chosen edges. 
(chosen before xy)

» There exists a path from x to y
in the optimum tree T.

» Since x and y are in different “blobs”, 
this path has to jump from blob to blob.

» there exists uv that crosses from x’s
blob to some other blob.

» uv was not yet considered by the algorithm 
(why?) and hence is heavier than xy !

» cut-and-paste to get a tree T’ that includes
xy and is just as good as the optimum tree T: contradiction. 
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Implementation

 Given two nodes u and v, need to know if they are 
in the same connected component, i.e. in the same set.
Find_Set(v)

 After adding edge uv, need to merge the set that includes u
with the set that includes v.
Union(Find_Set(u), Find_Set(v))

 Total:

» O(V) Make_Set

» O(E) Find_Set

» O(V) Union

 CLRS explains how to achieve these ops in (E,V) time,
where  is inverse Ackerman function.
(Union-Find data structure)

 (m,n)<5 for m,n < 108 !!!
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Union-find first try

 Main idea:

» Maintain every set as a linked list, 
every element points to head of the list.

» Merge lists by redirecting pointers.

» Set ID = ID of the list head

 Work: 

» Find-Set takes O(1). 

» Union: O(1) per element of the list.

» Progress:
– Each time an element is charged during union, 

his set increases

» O(V) charges per element for all unions.

» Total: O(V2) work for all Unions.

 Not very good…
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Simple Union-Find Implementation

 Main idea:

» Maintain every set as a linked list, 
every element points to head of the list.

» New idea: Merge smaller lists into larger ones.

 Work: 

» Find-Set takes O(1). 

» Union: O(1) per element of the smaller list.

» Progress:
– Each time an element is charged during union, 

his set at least doubles in size

– O(log V) charges per element for all unions.

» Total: O(V log V) work for all Unions.

 Total time:   Sort + O(E+V log V)
Sort + O(E+V (E,V)) using Union-Find structure

Uniqueness

 Claim: if all weights are different, then MST is unique.

 Proof:

» Assume that there exists T that is different from Kruskal’s result

» Follow Kruskal’s algorithm until first disagreement

» The only possibility: Kruskal adds an edge that is not in T
(why? Why not “deletes edge that is in T” ?)

» Denote this edge by e.

» Adding edge e to T creates a cycle.

» Claim: one of the edges (e’) on this cycle is heavier than e. (why?)

» (If all edges on this cycle are lighter, the edge e would have been 
considered last among all of them and discarded by Kruskal’s algorithm
since it would have create a cycle)

» Delete e’ to get a lighter tree than T – contradiction.

 Make sure you see where we used the “all weights are different” 
assumption.
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